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ABSTRACT
Nanoscopic protein machines can store and manipulate information. We show that it happens if their intramolecular stochastic
dynamics of conformational transitions enable performing the work in many randomly selected ways. A sample model of such
dynamics, specified by a critical complex network, is investigated by computer simulations. For this model, the generalized
fluctuation theorem is proven to be held with a possible entropy reduction at the expense of information creation. Information
creation and storage takes place in the transient, nonergodic stages of dynamics before completing the free energy transduc-
tion cycle. From the biological perspective, the suppositions could be of especial importance that (1) a partial compensation of
entropy production by information creation is the reason for most protein machines to operate as dimers or higher organized
assemblies and (2) nonergodicity is essential for transcription factors in search for the target on DNA. From a broader physical
perspective, it is worth emphasizing the guess that, similarly as work and heat are changes in energy, information could be
considered as a change in fluctuating organization, which is also an adequately defined thermodynamic function of state.
Introduction
The fundamental task of statistical physics is to link the dynamics of the microstates of a studied system with the dynamics of
the macrostates. The measure of available knowledge about the microstates is entropy and the measure of available knowledge
about the macrostates is information. In any case, the transition from the microstates to macrostates consists on averaging
over time. In the statistical physics of simple systems, there are no intermediate levels of organization between microscopic
mechanics and macroscopic thermodynamics. Living matter is a complex system with the whole ladder of ever higher micro-
and macrostates1,2.
The new achievements at the turn of the century allowed us to understand more accurately the characters of the micro-
and macrostates of the biological molecular machines, that belong to the level now being referred to as nanoscopic. First, the
tertiary structure of the proteins, formally identified with a single conformational state, has been extended to the whole network
of conformational substates3–10. The Markov stochastic processes on such networks are to be considered as the starting
microscopic dynamics for a statistical treatment. As a symbol of the progress made recently, the study of conformational
transitions in the native phosphoglycerate kinase could be quoted, in which a network of 530 nodes was found in the long, 17
µs molecular dynamics simulation11.
And secondly, new methods of stochastic thermodynamics have been applied to the description of the non-equilibrium
behavior of single nanoobjects in a finite time perspective. Work, dissipation and heat in mesoscopic machines are fluctuating
random variables and their variations, proceeding forward and backward in time, are related to each other by the fluctuation
theorem12–14. The relationships between entropy and information lead to the generalized fluctuation theorem15–21. The ability
to reduce entropy at the expense of information creation and vice versa makes the problem of Maxwell’s demon current
again22–24.
The modern statistical theory of biological molecular machines should force a significant change in our views on the
nature of their action. The purpose of this paper is to take a step in this direction. In particular, we are interested in answering
the intriguing question of whether biological molecular machines can act as Maxwell’s demons in the sense of a possibility
of a bi-directional entropy change into information. The formal approach presented is a continuation of our former trials25,26.
Since very poor experimental support is still available for actual conformational transition networks in native proteins, we
have restricted our attention only to a model network. However, the paper is also addressed to experimentalists to perform
similar suits on real systems.
1
Problem clarification and results
Biological molecular machines as chemo-chemical machines
A long time has made the word ’machine’ into having several different meanings. In our context, we understand a machine
to be any physical system that enables two other systems to perform work on each other. Work may be mechanical, electrical,
chemical, or something else. From a theoretical point of view, it is convenient to treat all biological molecular machines as
chemo-chemical machines27. The protein chemo-chemical machines are enzymes, that simultaneously catalyze two effec-
tively unimolecular reactions: the energy-donating input reaction R1 ↔ P1, e.g., the nucleotide triphosphates hydrolysis, a
fuel molecule oxidation or deactivation of a photoexcited pigment, and a certain energy-accepting output reaction R2 ↔ P2
(Fig. 1a). Also, pumps and molecular motors can be treated in the same way. Indeed, the molecules present on either side of a
biological membrane can be considered to occupy different chemical states (Fig. 1b), whereas the external load influences the
energy involved in binding the motor to its track (Fig. 1c), which can be expressed as a change in the effective concentration
of this track27,28.
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Figure 1. A simplified picture of the three types of the biological molecular machines: (a) enzymes that simultaneously
catalyze two reactions, (b) pumps placed in a biological membrane, and (c) motors moving along a track. Constraints,
symbolized by a frame of a broken line, control the mean number of the externally incoming and outgoing molecules
involved in the catalysis per machine. It should be stressed that the entire system inside the frame represents the machine: it
is these constraints that determine the value of the thermodynamic variables and the conjugate forces.
The machine considered consists of a single enzyme macromolecule, surrounded by a solution of its substrates and prod-
ucts, possibly involving the track (Fig. 1). It is an open non-equilibrium system with constraints controlling the mean number
of incoming and outgoing reacting molecules per machine and, in particular, the number of steps performed by the motor along
the track. Under specified relations between the concentrations of the reacting molecules26, two independent nonequilibrium
molar concentrations of products [P1] and [P2], related to enzyme total concentration [E], are to be treated as dimensionless
thermodynamic variables X1 and X2, which, together with conjugate forces A1 and A2, perform work on and by the machine,
respectively. Assuming that the molecule solution is perfect, the formal definitions have the form27,29:
Xi :=
[Pi]
[E]
, β Ai := ln
[Pi]
eq
[Ri]eq
[Ri]
[Pi]
, (1)
β is the reciprocal of the thermal energy kBT and the superscript eq denotes the corresponding equilibrium concentrations.
In the language of conventional chemical kinetics that assumes the internal dynamics of the enzyme to be fast and to
neglect, the action of the chemo-chemical machine can be presented as in Fig. 2a. The energy-donating reaction R1 ↔ P1
forces the direction of the energy-accepting reaction R2 ↔ P2, though the nonequilibrium concentration values [R2] and [P2]
would prefer the opposite direction. In Fig. 2a, the enzyme is present in only two states E1 and E2, possibly linked to one
another by a non-productive transition.
However, as mentioned in the Introduction, it is now well established that most if not all enzymatic proteins display
the slow stochastic dynamics of the transitions between a variety of conformational substates composing their native state.
It follows that, on the nanoscopic level, the microscopic dynamics of a specific biological chemo-chemical machine is the
Markov process described by a system of master equations, determining a network of conformational transitions that obey
the detailed balance condition, and a system of pairs of distinguished nodes (the ’gates’) between which the input and output
chemical reactions force transitions, that break the detailed balance25,26 (Fig. 2b). Our goal in the following is to consider the
biological molecular machines with dynamics with many output gates allowing a choice. This case seems to be the rule rather
than the exception (’dynamic disorder’ or the ’fluctuating reaction rate’)30–32.
In Ref.26, we hypothesized that the protein conformational networks, like networks of the systems biology, have evolved
in the process of a self-organized criticality as a result of which they are scale-free and display a transition from the frac-
tal organization on the small length-scale to the small-world organization on the large length-scale33,34. Recently, the real
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Figure 2. The dynamics of the enzymatic chemo-chemical machine. (a) The scheme of conventional chemical kinetics that
takes into account only two states E1 and E2 of the enzyme. For the sake of simplicity, the order of reagents binding and
products disassembly is not considered. (b) The general scheme26. The gray box represents an arbitrary one-component
network of transitions between conformational substates, composing either the enzyme or the enzyme-substrates native state .
All these transitions satisfy the detailed balance condition. A single pair (the ’gate’) of conformational states 1′′ and 1′ is
distinguished, between which input reaction R1 ↔ P1 breaks the detailed balance. Also, a single or variety (ovals) of pairs of
conformational states 2′′ and 2′ is distinguished, between which output reaction R2 ↔ P2 does the same. All the reactions are
reversible; the arrows indicate the directions assumed to be forward. (c) The sample implementation of the 100-node
network, constructed following the algorithm described in Methods. Note two hubs, the states of the lowest free energy, that
can be identified with the two main conformations of the protein machine, e.g., ’open’ and ’closed’, or ’bent’ and ’straight’,
usually the only ones occupied sufficiently high to be notable under equilibrium conditions. The single pair of the output
transition states (the gate) chosen for the simulations is (2′′a,2′d). The alternative four output pairs (2′′a,2′a), (2′′b,2′b),
(2′′c,2′c) and (2′′d,2′d) are chosen tendentiously to lie one after another. (d) The sample distribution of fluctuating
concentrations xi = jit of product molecules Pi, i = 1,2, which determine the thermodynamic state of the enzymatic
chemo-chemical machine. ji denotes the net input or output flux of the molecules, averaged over t = 1000 random walking
steps on the network presented in the neighboring diagram with the four output gates. The mean values of the individual
fluxes Ji, multiplied by the observation time of the system t, are marked by the dashed lines. The force values β A1 = 1 and
β A2 =−0.05 have been assumed. The statistics of the fluxes ji are the focus of the rest of the paper.
conformational network that seems to possess similar properties was obtained in molecular dynamics simulation11. On such
networks, modeled by scale-free fractal trees extended by long-range shortcuts, many different output gates can be realized
in a natural way. A sample network of 100 nodes, constructed following the algorithm described in Methods, is depicted in
Fig. 2c.
For the biological chemo-chemical machines schematically presented in Fig. 1, the network of conformational transitions
concerns the protein macromolecule, while the thermodynamic state is determined by the number of product molecules P1
and P2 inside the frame representing the constraints. The constraints control the mean concentrations X1 and X2, but the actual
concentrations x1 and x2 fluctuate over time, increasing or decreasing by one on consecutive passes through the input or output
gates, respectively. The thermodynamic description of the nanosystem requires averaging yet over a finite observation time t,
not too short and not too long (further on, we explain what it means). The result is a pair of fluxes ji := xi(t)/t, (i = 1,2). A
sample distribution of the fluxes is depicted in Fig. 2d.
Free energy transduction in stationary isothermal machines
As opposed to thermal engines, the biological molecular machines operate at a constant temperature. Under isothermal
conditions, the internal energy is uniquely divided into free energy, the component that can be turned into work, and bound
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energy (entropy multiplied by temperature), the component that can be turned into heat35. Both thermodynamic quantities
can make sense in the non-equilibrium state if the latter is treated as a partial equilibrium state27. Free energy can be turned
irreversibly into bound energy in the process of energy dissipation, that means internal entropy production. In accordance
with such an internal energy division, the protein molecular machines are referred to as free energy transducers29.
During the stationary isothermal processes, both free energy and bound energy remain constant. Energy processing path-
ways in any stationary isothermal machine are shown in Fig. 3a, where the role of all the physical quantities being in use is
also indicated. Xi denotes the input (i = 1) and the output (i = 2) thermodynamic variable, Ai is the conjugate thermodynamic
force and the time derivative, Ji = dXi/dt, is the corresponding flux. T is the temperature and S is the entropy. Thermodynamic
variables X1 and X2 may be the mechanical – displacements or rotations, electrical – charges, or chemical – numbers of distin-
guished molecules, hence, fluxes J1 and J2 may be linear or angular velocities, or electrical or chemical currents, respectively.
The conjugate forces are then the mechanical forces or torques, or the differences of electrical or chemical potentials (voltages
or affinities).
To clearly specify the degree of coupling of the fluxes, ε := J2/J1, it is important that thermodynamic variables X1 and X2
be dimensionless as in Eq. (1). Corresponding forces A1 and A2 are then of energy dimension. By convention, fluxes J1 and J2
are assumed to be of the same sign. Then, one system performs work on the other when forces A1 and A2 are of the opposite
sign. We assume J1,J2,A1 > 0 and A2 < 0 throughout this paper. Dimensionless variables X1 and X2 are defined in such a way
that always A1+A2 ≥ 0, i.e., the machine is not treated as a gear.
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Figure 3. Energy processing in the stationary isothermal machine. The constraints keep stationary values of thermodynamic
variables X1 and X2 fixed. (a) The division of the machine’s internal energy into free energy F =−A1X1−A2X2 and bound
energy TS. The directions of the energy fluxes shown are for J1,J2,A1 > 0 and A2 < 0. The direction of flux A2(J2− J1),
marked with a question mark, is a subject of discussion in this paper. (b) The alternative view of free energy processing in the
stationary isothermal machine, which is described in the text. Only free energy is specified. Bound energy and the heat bath
are considered to be determined jointly by the internal dynamics of the machine.
In the steady state, the total work flux (the power) A1J1+A2J2 equals the dissipation flux, and that equals the heat flux.
According to the second law of thermodynamics, the total dissipation flux (the internal entropy production rate, multiplied by
the temperature) must be nonnegative29. However, it consists of two components. The first component, (A1+A2)J1, achieved
when the fluxes are tightly coupled, J2 = J1, must also be, according to the same law, nonnegative. The sign of the complement
A2(J2− J1) of (A1+A2)J1 to the total dissipation flux A1J1+A2J2 is open to discussion.
In the macroscopic machines, entropy S is additive and can always be divided into the following two parts S1 and S2,
relating to input and output thermodynamic variables X1 and X2, respectively. As a consequence, flux A2(J2− J1), which
corresponds to S2, must also be, under isothermal conditions, nonnegative. This means that, for the assumed negative A2, the
value of the degree of coupling between the adequately defined fluxes cannot be higher than unity, ε ≤ 1. Macroscopically, the
second component of the dissipation flux has the obvious interpretation of a slippage in the case of the mechanical machines,
a short-circuit in the case of the electrical machines, or a leakage in the case of pumps.
However, because of non-vanishing correlations within the bound energy subsystem12–21, in nanoscopic systems like the
protein molecular machines, entropy S is not additive and cannot be divided into two parts like free energy. This allows the
transfer of information within the bound energy subsystem, which could result in a partial reduction of energy dissipation. In
fact, for the biological molecular machines, output flux J2 can surpass input flux J1. Such a case was observed for single-
headed biological motors: myosin II36, kinesin 337, and both flagellar38 and cytoplasmic39 dynein, which can take several
steps along the track per ATP or GTP molecule hydrolyzed.
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From the point of view of output force A2, subsystem 1 carries out work on subsystem 2 while subsystem 2 carries out
work on the environment. Jointly, the flux of the resultant work (the resultant power) A2(J2− J1) is driven by force A2. The
complement to A1J1+A2J2 is flux (A1+A2)J1 driven by force A1+A2. Consequently, the free energy processing from Fig. 3a
can be alternatively presented as in Fig. 3b, with the free energy transduction path absent. Here, the subsystems described by
the two variables X1 and X2−X1, respectively, are energetically independent. However, like the subsystems described by the
two variables X1 and X2, they are still statistically correlated. Note that in Fig. 3b, only free energy is specified. Bound energy
and the heat bath are considered as determined jointly by the internal dynamics of the machine, modified by an interaction
with the environment.
Generalized fluctuation theorem
In mesoscopic machines, work, dissipation and heat are fluctuating random variables and their variations, proceeding forward
and backward in time, are related to each other by the fluctuation theorem12–14. For the stationary process, the probability
distribution function for the input and output fluxes, in general, depending on the time period t of determination, satisfies the
stationary fluctuation theorem in the Andrieux-Gaspard form40,41:
p( j1(t), j2(t))
p(− j1(t),− j2(t))
= expβ [A1 j1(t)+A2 j2(t)]t . (2)
Here, β = 1/kBT and p is the joint probability distribution function for the statistical ensemble of fluxes ji(t) (i = 1,2) over
the time period t and their inverses. Eq. (2) can be equivalently rewritten as the Jarzynski equality13
〈expβ [A1J1(t)+A2J2(t)]t〉=: 〈exp(−σ)〉= 1 , (3)
where σ is the stochastic dimensionless entropy production (the energy dissipation divided by thermal energy kBT ). Ji(t) in
(3) denotes the random variable of the mean net flux over the time period t, whereas ji(t) in (2) denotes its particular value,
see Fig. 2.d. 〈. . .〉 is the average over the ensemble of fluxes j1(t) and j2(t). The chosen time t must be long enough for the
considered ensemble to comprise only stationary fluxes, but finite for observing any fluctuations. The stationary averages of
the random fluxes are time independent, 〈Ji(t)〉= Ji for any t. This time independence is not true for the higher moments of
probability distribution, but the convexity of the exponential function provides the second law of thermodynamics:
〈σ〉= β (A1J1+A2J2)t ≥ 0 (4)
to be a consequence of (3).
In further discussion, for brevity, we will omit argument t specifying all the fluxes. In the context of the transition
from Fig. 3a to b, two-dimensional probability distribution function p( j1, j2) can be treated as a two-dimensional probability
distribution function of two variables j1 and j2− j1, with j2− j1 as a whole treated as a single variable. If we calculate the
marginal probability distributions, then, from fluctuation theorem (2) for the total entropy production in both stationary fluxes
J1 and J2, the generalized fluctuation theorems for the partial entropy productions in fluxes J1 and J2− J1 follow, respectively,
in the logarithmic form:
ln
p( j1)
p(− j1)
= β (A1+A2) j1t +
[
β A2(J2− J1)t−
〈
ln
p(J2−J1 | j1)
p(−J2+J1 |− j1)
〉]
(5)
(here, the average 〈. . .〉 is performed over the ensemble of the flux differences j2− j1) and
ln
p( j2− j1)
p(− j2+ j1)
= β A2( j2− j1)t +
[
β (A1+A2)J1t−
〈
ln
p(J1 | j2− j1)
p(−J1 |− j2+ j1)
〉]
(6)
(here, the average 〈. . .〉 is performed over the ensemble of the fluxes j1). Above, we introduced conditional probabilities.
After the complete averaging, the first components on the right-hand sides of Eqs. (5) and (6) describe total entropy
productions β (A1+A2)J1t and β A2(J2−J1)t in separate fluxes J1 and J2−J1, respectively, whereas the remaining components
in the square brackets represent the information sent to the internal dynamics that is masked on the thermodynamic level21.
From Eqs. (5) and (6), the generalized second law inequalities follow:
β D1+ I1 := 〈σ1〉+ 〈ι1〉 ≥ 0 , β D0+ I0 := 〈σ0〉+ 〈ι0〉 ≥ 0 . (7)
Above, we determined the notation for the production of entropy (the dissipation D multiplied by β ) and information I in the
fluxes J1 and J2− J1, which are distinguished by the subscripts 1 and 0, respectively.
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In general, the expressions for information productions I1 and I0 provided by Eqs. (5) and (6) cannot be written in the
language of mutual information. It is because information is not transfered directly between the thermodynamic fluxes, but
indirectly, through the masked internal dynamics. Moreover, for the stationary processes, the notion of mutual information is
not well defined20. Exceptions are bipartite systems19–21, for which the random walk on the plane of fluxes (compare Fig. 2d)
is performed in the values of either one or the other flux. We can implement one such exception, assuming that J1 is a hidden
thermodynamic variable, fromwhich and to which the information does not flow42. After the complete averaging, by equating
the square bracket in Eq. (5) to zero and putting the obtained relation into the square bracket in Eq. (6), we get that way
I1 = 0 , I0 =−
〈
ln
p(J1,J2−J1)
p(J1)p(J2−J1)
〉
+
〈
ln
p(−J1,−J2+J1)
p(−J1)p(−J2+J1)
〉
. (8)
In such a case, the expression for I0 actually represents the differences of mutual information, which the fluctuating flux
J2−J1 sends outside to flux J1, when proceeding, respectively, in the forward and backward directions, but because flux
J1 is hidden, information I0 is irrecoverably lost.
All the averages in the equations from (3) to (8) are to be performed over a statistical ensemble of the stationary fluxes
determined for the finite duration time t of the biological process under study. One can get a statistical ensemble of such
fluxes from a single very long stochastic trajectory of random walk on the studied network by dividing it into segments of
equal lengths t. In such divisions, the initial microstate in each segment is random. However, the long stochastic trajectory
of random walk may also be divided into the successive free energy-transduction cycles of varying lengths, which start and
end at the same microstate right after the free energy-donating reaction. In order the fluxes ji are statistically independent, t
should be longer than the mean duration of the transient stage completing the free energy-transduction cycle.
(a) (b)
Figure 4. The generalized fluctuation theorem dependences found in the random walk simulations on a network shown in
Fig. 2c with the single output gate (the squares) and the fourfold output gate (the circles). We assumed β A1 = 1 and a few
smaller, negative values of β A2 determining the ratio of averaged fluxes ε = J2/J1 noted in the graphs. (a) The case of
marginal p( j1), see Eq. (5). Some simulation points practically cover each other. (b) The case of the marginal p( j2− j1), see
Eq. (6). In order to distinguish clearly the entropic contribution from the informational one, the results are divided by the
values of forces β (A1+A2) and β A2, respectively. The thick lines in both the graphs correspond then to the first, entropic
components in Eqs. (5) and (6). Let us note that β (A1+A2) is positive while β A2 is negative.
We performed computer simulations of randomwalk on the network shown in Fig. 2c with both the single and the fourfold
output gate and the dynamics described in Methods. Detailed results are presented in Complementary Information. For the
assumed value β A1 = 1 and a few smaller, negative values of β A2, the obtained two-dimensional probability distribution
functions p( j1(t), j2(t)) actually satisfy the Andrieux-Gaspard fluctuation theorem (2). From these two-dimensional distri-
butions, we calculated one-dimensional marginal distributions p( j1) and p( j2− j1). The logarithm of the ratio of marginals
p( j1)/p(− j1) is presented in Fig. 4a as the function of j1t, and the logarithm of the ratio of marginals p( j2− j1)/p(− j2+ j1)
is presented in Fig. 4b as the function of ( j2− j1)t. In order to clearly distinguish the entropic contribution from the informa-
tional contributions, the results are divided by the values of dimensionless forces β (A1+A2) and β A2, respectively.
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Information transfered between the fluctuating thermodynamic fluxes and the internal dynamics of the machine has the
form of a string of signs, e.g. . . . ,+,+,−,+,−,+, . . . , that describe the directions of the successive transitions through the
appropriate gates. For large enough input force β A1, only the forward transitions are practically implemented through the
input gate, but the string of the plus signs alone carries no information (i.e., Eqs. (8) are fulfilled). This is clearly seen in
Fig. 4a for the single output gate and also for the fourfold output gate, but only when output force β A2 disappears (ε is
maximum). The thick line in Fig. 4b reconstructs the thick line in Fig. 4a for the single output gate and ε = 0 (J2 = 0). More
inclined straight lines correspond to an additional information loss, besides the entropy production. For the fourfold output
gate, the information gain, resulting from the possibility of a choice, surpasses the information loss, and reduces the effects of
the entropy production in part, until the limit of ε = 1 (J2 = J1), above which information production prevails.
Free energy versus organization transduction
The stationary values of J1 and J2 are unambiguously related to forces A1 and A2, so we can directly calculate mean entropy
production β D0 in the second Eq. (7). Fig. 4b clearly shows the linear relation
β D0+ I0 = αβ D0 , (9)
where α is the tangent of the adequate straight line slope. From (9), knowing β D0 and α , we can determine average infor-
mation production I0 without referring to the much more complex formula (6). The values of I0 and β D0, obtained from the
values of α found from Fig. 4b for the fourfold output gate, are presented in Fig. 5a as the functions of J2/J1. Note that
information production I0 is of the opposite sign to entropy production β D0. For J2/J1 < 1, which corresponds to the large
values of output force β A2, information I0 is extracted from the internal dynamics to decrease entropy production β D0. For
J2/J1 > 1, which corresponds to the small or zero values of output force β A2, information I0 is transfered to the internal
dynamics and entropy β D0 is reduced. The biological molecular machines, for which this is the case, may be said to act as
Maxwell’s demons, although they do not utilize the information creation directly for work, but only for reduction of energy
losses. For β A2 → 0, the corresponding line in Fig. 4b is vertical, and Eq. 9 then gives I0 indefinite value of the form 0 ·∞.
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Figure 5. (a) The dependence of information production I0 (the squares) and entropy production β D0 (the circles) on the
ratio of fluxes J2/J1 or, equivalently, of forces A2/A1. The points represent the values obtained from the data given in Fig. 4b
for the fourfold output gate. The total cost βW0 = β D0+ I0 of information processing is also shown (the triangles). All
quantities are counted in nats (natural logarithm is used instead of binary logarithm) per random walking step. (b) Free
energy versus organization transduction in the nanoscopic machine participating in a stationary isothermal process as seen
from a finite time perspective. See the text for a more detailed discussion.
Flux difference J2− J1 is the time derivative of thermodynamic variable X2−X1, that characterizes the organization of the
system. In the case of the macroscopic mechanical machines, it is the difference in the radius value of two connected wheels
and in the case of the macroscopic battery (the electrochemical machine), it is the difference in the standard reduction potential
value of the electrodes. The organization of the nanomachines fluctuates, which is related to the interconversion of entropy
into information. The main result of our study is that the free energy processing has to be distinguished from the organization
processing, which is schematically illustrated in Fig. 5b.
For the systems operating stationarily under isothermal conditions, the first and second laws of thermodynamics:
W1+W2 = D1 ≥ 0 (10)
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are fulfilled for perfectly free energy processing (the informative component vanishes in the limit of infinite time). Both the
components of workW1 andW2, and dissipation D1 are functions of the process. For the processing of organization in a finite
time, the generalized first and second law can be written as
β D0+ I0 = βW0 ≥ 0 . (11)
Both β D0 and I0 as well as βW0, the quantity which balances the two former quantities and which could be referred to as the
organization cost, are also functions of the process. Only the free energy transducer, for which works W1 and W2 are of the
opposite sign, can be referred to as the machine. Similarly, only the organization transducer, for which information production
I0 and entropy production β D0 are of the opposite sign, can be referred to as the information processor. If the nanomachine
has no choice possibility, both β D0 and I0 are of the same sign and the processing of information becomes a simple energy
loss, as in the case of the macroscopic machines.
Discussion
Under physiological conditions, the protein molecular machines fluctuate constantly between lots of conformational substates
composing their native state. The probabilities of visiting individual substates are far from the equilibrium and determined by
the concentration of the surrounding molecules involved in the process. During the full free energy-transduction cycle, the
possibility to choose different implementations of the free energy-accepting reaction results in the transient limitation of the
dynamics to different regions of the conformational network, that is, to breaking the ergodicity31,43. The transient ergodicity
breaking makes the machine’s internal dynamics to be a memory for storing and manipulating information. Information is
erased each time the energy-donating reaction starts the next cycle from the input gate.
Information is exchanged between memory and the fluctuating thermodynamic variables. Two variables determine the
thermodynamic state of the machine. The first is free energy, proportional to the concentration of the product molecules of
input reaction. And the second is organization, proportional to the difference in the concentrations of the products molecules
of output and input reactions. In the protein machines with no possibility of choice, changes in organization are related, like
in the macroscopic machines, only to energy losses. Otherwise, in the protein machines with such a possibility, changes in
organization can essentially reduce these losses. In Fig. 5a, which presents the most important result of the paper, two values
of the degree of coupling coefficient ε = J2/J1 correspond to the absence of dissipation.
The first is for the tight coupling, ε = 1. Our simulation clearly points out that this case occurs for the total compensation
of entropy reduction β D0 by information creation I0, albeit, on average, both then tend to zero. There are some arguments,
mainly for the kinesin-1 motor44, that a feedback control with tight coupling is achieved in dimeric protein complexes, which
are composed of two identical monomers. Note that, following our study, information is exchanged neither between the
monomers nor between the fluxes, but between organization and internal dynamics, which play the role of memory and
which is erasable at the expense of the power supply by the flux J1. The information transfer to memory takes place only
for the external forces of a value β A2 smaller than the critical value corresponding to ε = 1. The memory of a chosen
monomer collects this information (the ’measurement’) and affects the memory of the second monomer like an additional
force (the ’control’). This force, when added to the original force, gives the resultant force of the critical value. The resultant
information transfer is zero, but it cannot be spread over two separate stages as in bipartite systems20. The resultant critical
force is exerted on the second monomer, which does not exchange information at all and works only as a tightly coupled
perfect machine. The process is repeated alternatively. The suggested mechanism seems to be in harmony with the consensus
kinesin-1 chemo-mechanical cycle44 and, from a broader perspective, it could help answer the certainly interesting question:
why do most protein machines operate as dimers or higher organized structures?
The second case of the dissipation absence is for the maximum ε , i.e., for β A2 → 0, when the system is no longer working
as a machine and information is irrecoverably transfered to memory following Eq. (8). Such conditions are met by transcription
factors in their one-dimensional search for the target on DNA, intermittent by three-dimensional flights45. Upon activation in
a complex signal transduction process, the transcription factor binds to DNA, in which it can occur in two states, search and
recognition46. It seems that the states of recognition could correspond to numerous hubs in our network of conformational
transitions. Similarly, the process of one-dimensional sliding could not be the passive diffusion but the active continuous
time random walk43 (compare Complementary Information) between transitions to the three-dimensional flights. In fact, the
very external transitions, assumed in the present model to be very fast, are also continuous time random walks47. During
information collection, ergodicity is broken, but the memory is erased at the expense of the work performed on and not by the
system.
All of our conclusions are based on the distribution of input and output fluxes, which in turn results from the computer
generated strings of signs. Since similar strings can also now be registered in the experiments36–39,43, all the theses of the
paper are open for experimental verification.
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We know that work, heat and dissipation (entropy production) are changes in energy. But there is still controversy, the
change in which physical quantity is information48. Here, we suggest the answer that information is the change in fluctuating
organization, a quantity being the difference of two physical quantities X2 and X1 taking part in the free energy-transduction
process and describing the free energy donation and acception, respectively. In such an approach, the dual nature of entropy
becomes clear as the physical quantity that connects the processes of free energy and organization transduction. Organiza-
tion fluctuates, when considered in a finite period of time, and so does entropy, indicating the nonergodicity of the internal
dynamics. The particular nonergodic regions of the microstates correspond to the various structures of the system.
At the end, let us take the liberty for a couple of speculations. The first and second laws of thermodynamics (10) are valid
for any processes, whereas the suggested first and second laws of organization transduction (11) were justified only for the
stationary isothermal processes. The generality of these laws remains an open problem. One thing is certain: the necessary
conditions for information and entropy productions to be of opposite signs, is the presence of fluctuations and the possibility
of a choice. Beside the mesoscopic machines, we know two other systems sharing such properties. The first and the best
known are the systems with critical thermodynamic fluctuations, whose organization is determined by extra thermodynamic
variables that survive stochastization49, referred to as order parameters35 or, in various contexts, emergent50 or structural27
variables. Here, the long-living transient stage can be identified, e.g., with the nonergodic condensation of gas through the
state of fog or the nonergodic solidification (the glass transition) of liquid35. The second example is the systems displaying
quantum fluctuations entangled with the environment, the organization of which is determined by extra variables that survive
decoherence, identified with classical variables51,52.
Methods: Specification of the computer model
The algorithm of constructing the stochastic scale-free fractal trees was adopted after Goh et al.53. Shortcuts, though more
widely distributed, were considered by Rozenfeld, Song and Makse33. Here, we randomly chose three shortcuts from the set
of all the pairs of nodes distanced by six links. The network of 100 nodes in Fig. 2c is too small to determine its scaling
properties, but a similar procedure of construction applied to 105 nodes results in a scale-free network, which is fractal on a
small length-scale and a small world on a large length-scale.
To provide the network with stochastic dynamics, we assumed the probability of changing a node to any of its neighbors
to be the same in each random walking step26,54. Then, following the detailed balance condition, the free energy of a given
node is proportional to the number of its links (the node degree). The most stable nodes are the hubs, which are the only
practically observed conformational substates under equilibrium conditions. For given node l, the transition probability to any
of the neighboring nodes per one random walking step is one over the number of links and equals (p
eq
l τint)
−1, where p
eq
l is the
equilibrium occupation probability of the given node and τint is the mean time to repeat a chosen internal transition, counted in
the random walking steps. This time is determined by the doubled number of links minus one54, τint = 2(˙100+ 3− 1) = 204
random walking steps for the 100 node tree network with 3 shortcuts assumed.
The forward external transition probability, related to stationary concentration [Pi], is determined by the mean time of
external transition τext, and equals (p
eq
i τext)
−1 per random walking step, p
eq
i denoting the equilibrium occupation probability
of the initial input or output node (i = 1,2, respectively). The corresponding backward external transition probability is
modified by detailed balance breaking factors exp(−β Ai). The assumed mean time of forward external transition τext = 20
was one order of the magnitude shorter than the mean time of internal transition τint = 204, so that the whole process is
controlled by the internal dynamics of the system. The opposite situation, when the process is controlled by the external
spatial diffusion of the involved molecules, is not considered in the present paper.
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